STANDARD SOLAR SHADE INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
STEP 1: CHECK PACKAGE CONTENTS
If any parts are missing, please call the place of purchase for replacement.

Roller Shade

Universal End
Plug Bracket

Universal Clutch
Bracket

Stopper Bead

Qty. (4) installation
screws needed; supplied
by installer

Safety Device

STEP 2: TOOLS REQUIRED
Tape Measure - Pencil - Screwdriver or ¼" Hex driver - Tape
STEP 3: BRACKET LOCATION & INSTALLATION
Your Window Shade may be installed either inside or outside of the window
frame. The universal brackets shown above can be mounted as inside,
outside or as ceiling brackets. These brackets can also be mounted on
either side of the shade to correspond with how the blind control was
ordered. When measuring and installing shades make sure there is some
play between the roller and the brackets. Shades mounted too tight in the
brackets may not function properly.
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IB or Inside Mount

STEP 4: MOUNTING THE BRACKETS & SHADE
Inside Mount
The universal brackets included are designed to give proper clearance for your
shade's operation when installed against the top comer of your window frame. Make
sure that the "Universal Clutch bracket' is installed on the same side as the "control
end" of your window shade. Install both brackets to each corner of your window
frame and install the shade. Install the clutch end first, then place the idle end in the
bracket and be sure to Jock the metal clasp.
Outside Mount
The Universal brackets included are designed to give proper clearance for your
shades operation when installed against the side frame of your window. Make sure
that the "Universal Clutch bracket" is installed on the same side as the "control end"
of your window shade. The measurement between the outside edge of both brackets
will measure ¼ inch larger than the ordered size of your blind, so a 30 inch shade
would have a measurement of 30 ¼ inches from outside edge to outside edge of the
brackets. Install the shades by installing the clutch end first, then place the idle end
in the bracket and be sure to lock the metal clasp.
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outside bracket edge to
outside bracket edge is
¼ inch larger than the
ordered shade width.

STEP 5: SHADE FINAL ADJUSTMENT
If your shade does not roll up straight simply apply a piece of tape to the proper side of the shade. If your shade veers
toward the RIGHT, lower the shade completely and place a piece of tape (more than one piece may be needed), as close to
the LEFT edge of the roller as possible. This will act as a shim.

Once your shade is raising and lowering property
you then lower your shade to the proper length.
Take the stopper bead and bend it at the crease.
This bead is installed on the beaded chain to stop
the shade at the proper length. Place this bead on
the front side of the chain.

Tape placed over edge
of material as shim

If your shade veers toward the LEFT, lower the
shade completely and place a piece of tape
(more than one piece may be needed), as close
to the RIGHT edge of the roller as possible.
This will act as a shim.

STEP 6: INSTALL SAFETY DEVICE
This product has been engineered and manufactured to the highest standards of quality and performance.
Please read this instruction sheet carefully before installing your new shade.

Solar Inside & Outside Mount
Cassette Installation
Step 1: carefully remove shade from the box and package wrapping.

Step 2: Install Mounting Brackets using correct screws.
2a. Mounting Brackets should be placed approximately every 18"

Outside Mount

For outside mount,
use holes on the back
of bracket
Step 3: Install Headrail
3a. Snap Headrail into place by sliding groove in headrail into the mounting bracket and snapping
upwards to lock headrail in place
Outside Mount

Inside Mount

Be sure the hooked
part of the bracket is
fully engaged around
the headrail

Step 4: Install Tension Device
4a. See instructions for Safety Hold3

Solar Cassette Installation
BRACKETS

HEAD RAIL

INSTALL MOUNTING BRACKETS USING CORRECT SCREWS

INSTALL HEAD RAIL

INSIDE MOUNT

Snap Headrail into place by sliding groove in back of headrail
into the bottom of the mounting bracket. Push forward and up,
snapping the headrail into the top of the mounting bracket.

For inside mount, use holes on top of bracket.

For outside mount, use holes on the back of bracket.

INSTRUCTIONS TO REMOVE THE SHADE:
1.
2.
3.

Push the cassette towards the wall.
Pull the cassette downwards.
If needed, you can also
a.
b.

l

C.

Push the cassette towards the wall.
Push a flat head screw driver between the bracket and cassette.
Rotate the screw driver around its axis.

d.

P,ll th, cassette ,way from th, bcackets.
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Luxe Woven Solar
Installation
The easiest motorization
for single roller blinds

WARNING

CM-01/02
Tubular motor

Read the instructions carefully
before assembling and using
the product. Assembling
process can be completed by
non-professionals. For indoor
use only.

The easiest motorization
for single roller blinds

Pull Motion
Easily control your motorized blind
by pulling a chain weight or wand
Pull

Li-ion Battery
Rechargeable integrated
Li-ion battery
Li-ion battery

USB Rechargeable
Rechargeable with micro
USB cable

Safety

Happy Programming usb rechargeable
Dummy proof programming using
the pull function of the blind

WARNING: Important safety instructions. Follow
all instructions, since incorrect installation can
lead to severe injury.

Happy programming

Favorite Position
Pre-set your
favorite position

 o not let children play with the blind and/or
D
remote control.
Take care that the blind can move freely and
is not blocked by objects.
Do not paint the device.
Keep the device dry.
Do not drop, knock, or shake the device.
Rough handling can break internal circuit
boards.

Favorite position

Child Safe
Child safe solution
free of hazardous loops
Child safe

Cable Free
Install your motorized
blind cable free

cable free

IP 44

Cleaning
Follow these general rules when cleaning the
outside of the device and its components:
Use a damp, soft, lint-free cloth. Avoid getting
moisture in openings.
Don't use aerosol sprays, solvents, alcohol, or
abrasives.

Service & Support
Do not make repairs yourself. Do not attempt
to open the device or disassemble it. You run
the risk of electric shock and voiding the limited
warranty. No user-serviceable parts are inside.

English

 oung children can strangle in
Y
the loop of pull cords, chains
and tapes, and cords that
operate window coverings.
To avoid strangulation and

entanglement, keep cords out
of the reach of young children.


Cords
may become wrapped
around a child’s neck.
Move beds, cots and furniture
away from window covering
cords.
Do not tie cords together.
Make sure cords do not twist
together and form a loop.

6 Set bottom limit
Scan the QR code
for more information
rtube.nl/red792
Pull and hold the chain until the blind has
reached the bottom limit.
If the blind moves in the opposite direction
release the chain and pull and hold again.

1 Installing the blind

Adjust until the desired bottom limit
has been reached.

Click!

Click!

2

7

English

3
Save the position by pushing the button
until the blind moves up and down.

8 Set upper limit
4

Click!

5 Charge to activate the motor

Charge before first use. (See step 17)
A green LED will flash.
The motor can be used during charging.

Pull and hold the chain until the blind has reached the
upper limit. If the blind moves in the opposite direction
release the chain and pull and hold again.

Adjust until the desired
upper limit has been
reached

9

12

Save the position by pushing the button until
the blind moves up and down.
Pull and hold the chain for approximately
7 seconds until the blind moves up and down.

10 Operating the blind

13

English

Pull the chain shortly to
start or stop the blind.

11 Optional: Set the favorite position

Go to any position other than the saved
favorite position.

14 Operate to favorite position

Pull the chain shortly to start or stop the blind.

Hold the chain for 5 seconds
The blind moves to the favorite position.

15 Delete favorite position

17 Recharge battery

The favorite position can only be deleted when
the blind is placed in the favorite position.
Pull and hold the chain for approximately 7
seconds untill the blind moves up and down.
Go to step 11 to program a new favorite position.

Blinking red during
operation;
Charge the battery

16 Delete end limits

Blinking green;
battery is charging

Continuously green;
battery is fully charged

English

Hold the button for approximately 10 seconds,
after 5 seconds the blind will move up and
down. Keep pushing the button untill the blind
moves up and down again.
Repeat steps 9 - 12 to save new end limits.

